Abstract.
Direct and inverse scattering for the Z-S system WITH A QUADRATIC PARAMETER
By a potential here we mean a pair of functions (Q,P): R -► Mn(C) =set of « x « complex matrices; Q is off-diagonal and the diagonal part of P equals the diagonal part of Q(adJ)~xQ, and Q, Qx , P, Px E Lx . We consider the following spectral problem: Given z £ S = {z: Im(z ) = 0}, find m(-,z): R ^ Mn(C) with (1.1) dm(z,z)/dx = z2[J,m(x,z)] + (zQ + P)m(x, z),where J = diag(idx ,id2, ... , idn), dx < d2 < d3 < ■ ■ ■ < dn ; (1.2) m(-, z) bounded, m(x, z) -* 7 as x -► -oo.
Let Q+ = {z: Im(z2) >0}, Q_ = {z: Im(z2) < 0}.
For a certain set of potentials, called generic, m has the following properties [8, 10] : (1. 3) For any zeï, there is a unique matrix v(z) such that for (1.4) m(x ,•) has a finite number of poles at D = {zx,z2, ... , zN} (which do not depend on x) ; for any z , there is a matrix v(z.) such that 2 2 Res(m(x, •), zj) = lim m(x, z)e\p(xzJJ)v(zj)exp(-xzjJ) ;
(1.5) The map (Q,P) ^v = {v(z);zx,z2, ... ,zN,v(z{),v(z2,),
... ,v(zN)} is injective. We denote this map by sd;
i.e., sd(Ô,P) = w.
By a similar argument in [2] , we can show that generic Schwartz class potentials form an open and dense set in Schwartz class potentials. To make our exposition clearer, from now on we assume (Q,P) is of Schwartz class. If (Q,P) is generic, we call the associated function v. Z U D -► Mn(C) the scattering data. We introduce some more notation. For any matrix A , we let dk(A) and dk(A) denote the upper and lower k x k principal minors. The scattering data satisfies the following constraints:
(1.6) d¡(v)= 1, I <k<n; d~(v)¿0, 1 < k < n. and I is oriented such that Q+ is in the left side.
(1.9) v(z) -7 is of Schwartz class in X.
Let SD = set of v satisfying (1.6)-(1.9). Given v e SD , then the inverse problem amounts to solving an analytic factorization problem (Riemann-Hilbert problem) with one parameter x. The set v E SD such that m is solvable is open and dense in SD, and such v is called generic [2, 8, 12] . Note that weSD is generic if and only if there exists a potential (Q,P) such that sd(Q ,P) = v.
More precisely, the inverse problem is solved following the argument of Beals and Coifman in the case of the first-order system [2] . For x < 0 the solution #2 2 * m has the form m = rm exp(xz J)uexp(-xz J), where » is a piecewise rational function, m satisfies an equation of the form (1.1) with v and </ -1 small, and r is rational in z. The solution for x > 0 has the same form with different u, m , r. Given «eSD, the function u and m above can be determined. Determination of r amounts to solving a finite system of linear algebraic equations with parameter x , and v = sd(Q,P) if and only if these equations are solvable for all x E R. In Lee's dissertation a technique of integration by parts enables one to control the term zQ for large z [8] . An alternative method is given in [9] to control the z-dependence. We may solve m(x,z) for \z\ < N by the argument of Beals and Coifman [2] . In (2.0) the constraint on the diagonal part of P enables us to pose the inverse problem easily. (This constraint implies lfm, . ^ m(x ,z) = I, so in the inverse probem we may solve m normalized at z = oo .) For technical reasons, we need the following transformation:
Let m = exp(-f*oo(Q(adJ)~xQfaíí)m; then m satisfies
Here ß and P are both off-diagonal. Note that
is purely imaginary and |m; (x,z)| = \m¡j(x ,z)\. From now on we write m , Q , P instead of m, ß , P . We may convert (2.1) into an integral equation ul(x) = ul(xi) + gi (j2J¥iQij)uj,
since a£V.(/*2 Iß/v I )'/2 < QllßllL2/^ < ^ ■ Again DY Case 1 we may extend the solutions ui to the points x2. If we continue, we obtain ui defined on the whole line and \\ux\\L~ < C = C(K, \\Q\\Ll), ||w.||¿2 < C = C(K,\\Q\\L2), IK/c/|Il~ ^ c = C(K■ Ilßll/j) for » > 2 . We are done.
Let m be the solution of Hence \\mjX(-,z)\\Lo. < C(||ß||L2, ||P||L2) for all ;'. Let Ah(Cf) denote the space of alternating fc-forms on C" , 1 < k < n. It has a standard basis {ej¡ i\eJ2A---¡\ ejk : I < jx < j2 < ■■ ■ < jk < n}. ii<h<-<h
Here a is a one-one correspondence from {(jx ,j2, ... ,jk), 1 < /', < j2< ■■■ < Jk<n} to {1 ,2, ... , A} with er ( 1,2,3 for \z\ > 1.
(2.11) Remark. The existence of m in (2.6) was proved in [8, 9] . The point of Theorem (2.7) is to control m(x,z) by the L -norm of (Q,P) for z large.
Evolution equations
Suppose the scattering data v(z ,t) evolves as
k is an odd positive integer, I z is fixed for each j.
Assume v(z ,0) e SD is generic. Then v(z,t) is generic for t small (since the set of the generic potentials is open in SD) [2, 8, 10] . The corresponding potential (ß(x, t), P(x , t)) satisfies the following evolution equation: < 0 for all q .
Let ||a|| = tr(a*a)1/2 be a norm of Mn(C). \\qf2 = Jtr(q*(x,t)q(x,t))dx .
(Note that this norm is equivalent to \\q\\L2 = E, (/ \a,\2 dx)xl2.) -7-/ tr(q*q)dx -2 Re / tr(q*qt)dx.
Therefore if q(x, t) is the solution of a dissipative evolution equation, then ||fl(-,0ll2<c|fo(-,0)||2. \\r(x,tv,z)\\ <c for xeR, ¿ < |Imz|/|Rez| < 2, z large ,tv<T, tv-*T.
Since ||m,/-,/,z)||Loc < C(||ß0||L2 ,||P0||¿2), \\r(x,tv,z)\\ < C for tv < T, z large. Passing to a subsequence, we deduce that r(x,tv,-) -* r(x,T,-), where the residues of r(x, T, ■) solve the requisite linear equation at t = T.
Therefore v(-, T) is generic. Since the set of of generic data is open in SD , the solution (Q(x,t),P(x,t)) of equation (3.2) exists for 0 < t < T + e. Obviously this implies the global existence of equation (3.1).
Examples
By a slight modification the argument in §3 works for the case For n = 2 Kaup and Newell obtained soliton solutions for the spectral problem (4.3) [7] . Gerzhikov et al. also considered this case [6] . Morris and Dodd considered the two-component derivative nonlinear Schrödinger equation using a larger scattering problem (i.e., n = 3) [15] . Sasaki derived a Hamiltonian structure for the evolution (4.2) [16] .
